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Inventory Accuracy-the process of maintaining accurate inventory counts through the 

use of inventory software, controls, tools & discipline 
 

Inventory Analysis-process to determine the optimum level of inventory needed 
 

Gross Margin-the difference between the sales revenue and the cost of goods sold, 

divided by the total sales revenue, expressed as a percentage 
 

GSI-128-(formerly UCC/EAN-128), provides a global standard for exchanging data 

between different companies 
 

Inventory Audit-also called an inventory count, is the process of counting existing 

inventory in stock to ensure correct inventory quantities 
 

Handling Fees-additional fees intended to cover the labor and package expense 

associated with shipping an item 
 

Inactive Inventory-an inventory item without recent or forecasted usage 

 

Internal Part Number-a custom product number created for use by a company that 

may contain numbers, letters, special characters and embedded spaces 
 

In-transit Inventory-inventory that has left one location, typically the manufacturer, 

but not arrived at the destination location 
 

Inventory Control System-system for maximizing inventory control by integrating 

inventory management, warehousing, purchasing and other business management 

activities across the company 
 

Grace Period-the time past the due date when payment may be made without penalty 
 

Integrated Inventory Management-an inventory management system that integrates 

business processes across an entire organization 
 

Inventory Carrying Cost-refers to the costs of having inventory or goods in stock 
 

Inventory Control-the process of controlling and maintaining the right amount of 

inventory to maximize sales without oversupply 
 

Independent Demand-an inventory control term referring to demand for an item in 

inventory without regard to another item. (Ex: staples and staplers) 
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Inventory Control Management-combines the use of inventory management 

software, personnel and procedures to manage and maintain inventory control 
 

Graphical User Interface or GUI-enables users to interact with the software by using 

graphics, buttons, icons and other symbols making the software easier to use 
 

Inventory Labeling-process of adding labels to inventory on products, bins or both 
 

Handheld Computer-also called a mobile computer or handheld, is a small, 

lightweight computer that extends access and capabilities to warehouse and field 

environments 

 

Inventory Management System-inventory system for small to mid size businesses to 

handle sales, purchasing, inventory management, warehousing, and customer service 

 

 

 

 

 


